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The Knitting Bible
The last LEGO brick weapon construction book and design
guide you’ll ever need, Elite Weapons for LEGO Fanatics
features building instructions for thirteen fully functional LEGO
masterpieces, including the monstrous, 27-inch-long Dinosaur
Superior, a fully automatic combat rifle that can puncture
aluminum cans, and a highly detailed HK G3 brick replica.
Also featuring a helmet, a baton, handcuffs, sunglasses, and
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a grappling hook gun, which allows you to retrieve distant
objects without ever leaving your seat, Elite Weapons for
LEGO Fanatics includes a chapter on how to find the LEGO
pieces you need and a comic book story featuring a hero
using the weapons in action. LEGO fans of all ages and skill
levels will find a treasure trove of models, including: •
Hammerhead Jr., a single-shot crossbow and it’s big brother,
the heavy-duty Hammerhead Sr. • Panzer Pod combat
helmet • KlopSTOCK baton • Melody, a rubber-firing machine
pistol • Nice-1, a pocket-sized pistol that packs a punch •
Chinahook harpoon gun • Sunglasses, in two different
models • A functioning Heckler & Koch G3 replica in LEGO
bricks

Big Book of Knitting
This knitcyclopedia will open up a whole new world of knitting
possibilities! Featuring over 300 versatile stitch patterns easily
adapted for any project type, its an indispensable resource for
knitters of every stripe and any experience level. From basic
knit-purl options to cables, laces, and moreand from classics
to unique stylesThe Knitting Bible covers it all. Patterns are
organized by stitch type, with both written instructions and
charts for maximum clarity. Stitch keys appear beside each
chart. Stitches are beautifully photographed, and knitted in
the same color throughout each section, so you can compare
them at a glance. An index lets you find information quickly.
The introductory section offers a refresher on knitting basics
from casting on to picking up dropped stitches to knitting a
gauge swatch, with helpful illustrations. Whether youre a
beginner or a seasoned pro, The Knitting Bible is the ideal
reference for your yarn-and-needles endeavors. 256 pages.
7-3/4" wide x 9-1/2" high (19.7 cm wide x 24.1 cm high).
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The Knitter's Book of Knowledge
Since its introduction in 1970, Vogue Sewing has been a
consistent bestseller and sewer's favourite, coverign
everything you need to know to create fashionable,
professional-quality clothing - from fabric selection and
construction basics to advanced pattern alterations and
couture techniques.

Norah Gaughan
A visual encyclopedia of stitches, the Big Book of Embroidery
is the essential, go-to reference guide for both beginner and
experienced embroiderers. Containing 237 popular
embroidery stitches and techniques for loop stitches, straight
stitches, woven stitches, and more, this book provides
detailed close-up photography and step-by-step illustrations
and captions. Followed by 29 projects for décor, shirts,
shorts, table linens, and more to practice the skills and
designs learned, from snowflakes to succulents, this book is
perfect for anyone who wants to learn and master the art of
embroidery.

Vogue Knitting the Ultimate Guide for Beginners
“Beautiful designs . . . children will love the whimsical
results.” —Publishers Weekly Learn to make an adorable
collection of knitted animal toys with these new patterns by
the author of My Knitted Doll, Louise Crowther. Louise brings
her unique style of coordinated knitwear with cute colorwork
details to this new collection of toy animal knitting patterns.
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There are a total of twelve knitted animals—each with their
own unique personality and style. The animals all have the
same basic body, with a few color variations and tail
additions, so the clothes can be mixed and matched between
them to create endless outfit possibilities. Choose your
favorite animals and outfits and have fun making the perfect
gift for friends and family.

Vogue Knitting
Beloved, easy-to-make patterns from the global knitting
phenomenon As the DIY trend and slow fashion movement
continue to build steam, more and more audiences are
seeking new crafts and hobbies as a reprieve from the busy,
digitally focused world. Enter We Are Knitters: Knitspiration
for Knitting Anywhereand Everywhere. Building on their
brand’s aspirational lifestyle and focus, this new book brings
a global mind-set to knitting with beautiful photography from a
variety of locations, including New York, Paris, Marrakech,
Cartagena, and beyond. Featuring favorite patterns for hats,
sweaters, blankets, tank tops, and more, this book has
something for every knitter, everywhere. “All the happiness in
a kit” is what We Are Knitters promises, and it’s what you’ll
find here in their first book.

Vogue Knitting Quick Reference
Yarn and fiber enthusiasts everywhere will celebrate the
latest addition to Amy Herzog’s beloved knitting series (which
includes You Can Knit That, Knit to Flatter, and Knit Wear
Love). This essential guide details every aspect of sweater
knitting, starting with instructions for four basic sweater types:
yoke, raglan, drop shoulder, and set-in sleeve. Patterns are
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offered in multiple sizes and yarn gauges for broad appeal.
Following the basics for each of the four sweater types are a
diverse range of customizing options, including how to add a
hood, cowl neck, turtleneck, pockets, and zip or cardigan
front, just to name a few. Amy’s clear instruction and expert
tips expand the many knitting possibilities, creating the
essential knitting resource for knitters everywhere.

Chunky Knits
Knitters who create their own colorwork patterns now have a
fun, easy new option! Vogue Knitting: Knitter's Colorwork
Paper's pages have outlines in the V shape of an actual knit
stitch, not the rectangles of ordinary knitting graph paper--so
you can create a better representation of the finished item. It
offers two common knitting gauges (5 stitches by 6 rows AND
6 stitches by 8 rows), allowing for hundreds of patterns, and
also works for testing alternative color combinations of
existing patterns.

Knitting Brioche
Everything you need to teach yourself how to knit, from
casting on to creating your own designs. This new edition of
DK's knitting bible takes you from beginner to expert, with
hundreds of step-by-step techniques, more than 120 stitch
patterns for a variety of knitting stitches, and 20 knitting
projects suitable for all abilities. Fully illustrated and easy to
use, The Knitting Book is a one-stop resource for beginners
and a rich source of inspiration for avid knitters who want to
progress their skills and try new stitch patterns. Each
technique is shown in clear photographic steps and explained
with helpful annotations and arrows, from basic casting on to
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intricate Fair Isle and cable patterns. A photographic stitch
gallery showcases over 120 different stitches to inspire you try your hand at everything from garter stitch to intarsia, or
customize projects with your own stitch choices. This updated
edition features 10 brand-new project patterns, including an
arm knitting pattern, as well as 10 projects from the original
edition that have been reimagined with new yarns and fresh
colors. Simple, clear, and comprehensive, The Knitting Book
is the only book you need to progress your skills and create
your own beautiful, unique pieces.

Vogue Knitting Vintage Collection
Provides crafters of all skill levels with fifty sweater patterns
from some of the knitting industry's most popular designers,
including Cathy Carron, Louisa Harding, and Tom Scott.

Magical Shetland Lace Shawls to Knit
You're an avid knitter who wouldn't dream of leaving home
without needles and wool. Shouldn't you have a knitting
reference you can take along, too? Here it is; the knitter's
indispensable companion, an exciting spiral-bound
encyclopedia that's compact enough to fit into a purse or
knitting bag. Inspired by 'Vogue Knitting - The Ultimate
Knitting Book', it answers all your questions but doesn't weigh
you down; from supplies, basic how-tos, and explanations of
knitting instructions to complicated stitch techniques, color
blocking and finishing, it's filled with information on every
conceivable aspect of the craft. Easy to follow instructions,
diagrams, and illustrations pack every page, along with
guidance on mending those mistakes, using a variety of
different needles, dealing with color, and assembling the
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pieces. There's even advice on designing and embellishing
your garment. It's an essential addition to any knitter's travel
bag.

Elite Weapons for LEGO Fanatics
Big, Bold, Beautiful Knits Perfect for Beginners (and ProcrastiKnitters) With big needles and oversized yarn, anyone can
knit up fun, stylish patterns in a flash! Alyssarhaye Graciano,
knitwear designer and founder of BlackSheepMade, filled this
book with quick projects perfect for your friends, family, pets
and home. Especially good for beginners, thick yarn makes it
easy to see all of your stitches as you’re working. Even if you
mess up, bulkier yarns make it simple to find and fix your
mistakes. Experienced knitters can zip through last minute
gifts (the Cascades Cowl only takes two hours!) and
traditionally time-consuming large-scale projects like the extra
cozy Homebody Blanket. Try your hand at arm knitting with
eye-catching knits like the Hella Big Arm Knit Scarf, add a
pop of color to your home with Ember’s Circle Rug or even
bring some funky style to your wardrobe with cute
accessories like the retro PNW Beanie or the striking Radius
Hooded Cowl! With this book full of no-fail patterns and a
basketful of chunky yarns, you can learn new stitches with
confidence and have cool custom pieces in no time at all.

Vogue Knitting Mittens & Gloves
Notable knitter and designer Deborah Newton shares her
expertise and love of finishing techniques in an on-the-page
master class. Finishing School is THE most trusted resource
on finishing techniques for knitting. Compiling her sage
wisdom from more than 25 years of experience, Deborah
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Newton offers a welcoming and straightforward approach that
empowers knitters to create professional-looking garments
and accessories. She patiently takes her student-readers
through every essential finishing technique--blocking,
seaming, buttonholes and bands, zippers, edgings, pockets,
and other embellishments--and carefully demystifies it with
detailed photography, in-depth examples, and helpful
sidebars, tips, and tutorials. As a bonus, 15 patterns for
sweaters, jackets, and scarves, many with variations,
illustrate the newly learned techniques to further cement
essential skills.

Knitting Fresh Brioche
Nothing beats a large project for showing off the beauty of
Noro's trademark color-changing yarns, and Knit Blankets
helps aficionados go big with this magnificent collection of 25
blankets. Inside, knitters will discover popular patterns from
Noro magazines and books, along with brand-new and
exclusive designs. The diverse techniques range from
mitered squares to intarsia and entrelac, and step-by-step
tutorials help beginners master the more complex blankets.

Knit Blankets
Anyone can knit--and who better to explain the essentials
than Vogue Knitting? The magazine's definitive guide to yarn,
needles, patterns, and, of course, knitting and purling,
features beautiful step-by-step photographs that teach how to
cast on, bind off, and master a collection of stitches. It
includes links to video instruction, and more than 20 easy first
projects from Vogue Knitting that range from staples like
scarves and hats to impressive sweaters.
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Top-down Shawls
Debbie Bliss is one of the world's most respected knitwear
designers, authors, and teachers--and The Knitter's Book of
Knowledge is the distillation of her decades of experience into
a single, indispensable reference. With information on
everything from needles and yarns to tensioning and casting
on, from basic stitches to buttonholes and beading, from
cabling and entrelac to finishing embellishments, it's the
ultimate guide for beginners and experienced knitters alike.

Amy Herzog's Ultimate Sweater Book
In the Japanese Knitting Stitch Bible knitting guru Hitomi
Shida shares some of her favorite needlework patterns.
Shida's strikingly original designs and variations on every
imaginable classic stitch result in intricate patterns that form
the basis for beautiful and unique knitted fashions. This is the
perfect book for the experienced knitter who is looking for
new stitches that yield spectacular results! This Japanese
knitting book features a wide range of rewarding and intricate
stitches including: cables popcorn stitches twisted stitches
edgings and many more… A set of detailed, step-by-step
diagrams show you how to execute all the basic stitches.
Instructions and diagrams for a series of small projects offer
practice working with large patterns, lacy patterns, pattern
arrangement and round yokes among other things. The
knitting projects include: A classic hat made using large
patterns An elegant scarf in lacy patterns The ever-popular
fingerless mittens Thick socks that can be made using
various patterns A feminine collar using round stitching And
much more! Japanese Knitting Stitch Bible represents a
whole new adventure for knitters and is sure to become a
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valued reference for beginning knitters and experts alike.

Vogue Knitting
From ballerina slippers to basketball sneakers, thisadorable
collection features 16 booties that mimic actual adult styles.
Created for babies from 0 to 9 months, every design is quick
and easy--and they all use the same sole construction. Plus,
these patterns don't require much yarn, so knitters can dig
into their stash. With their fun embellishments, these tiny
shoes will leave everyone cooing in delight.

We Are Knitters
Presents five hundred fundamental sewing techniques,
including basting, quilting, and seam construction.

You Will Be Able to Knit by the End of This Book
Japanese stitch patterns are eye-catching and much sought
after by devotees, but before now, they often seemed out of
reach, whether locked behind Japanese-only instructions or
tangled up in difficult-to-decipher illustrations. Japanese
Stitches Unraveled offers 150 rare patterns inspired by these
elusive and intricate Japanese stitch designs, along with fully
illustrated charts, familiar symbols, and clear instructions for
every single stitch. Each stitch pattern receives Bernard’s
unique four-direction makeover—topdown, bottom-up, backand-forth, and in-the-round. To showcase the knitting in
action, Bernard also includes instructions for six garments as
well as her famous formulas for knitting without a pattern.

Knitted Animal Friends
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Certain challenges are often faced when learning how to knit.
As a beginner, you must acquire a basic understanding and
the necessary tools and equipment. As your knitting
improves, you discover interesting principles behind each
technique. As an expert, your boundaries are limited only by
your imagination. 'Ultimate Knitting Bible' is a definitive
reference for all aspects of knitting – from the first stitch you
cast on to the care and maintenance of your projects.
Whether you’re a beginner or a seasoned expert, the book
boasts more than 400 step-by-step illustrations and diagrams
to guide you through the process. With a simple format and
cross-references on virtually every page, this one-stop
volume makes every aspect of the knitting process accessible
to knitters of all ages. Workshops and tips inspire the knitter
to learn something new about the craft. There's even a
chapter devoted to crochet. This is one resource that you will
turn to time and time again.

Ultimate Knitting Bible
It’s the essential guide for chicks with sticks—because knit
happens. From the tools of the trade to the knitty-gritty of
techniques and patterns, all with easy-to-follow step-by-step
illustrated techniques. Stockinette stitch, rib stitch, seed stitch.
Increasing and decreasing. All the bells and whistles: fringes,
tassels, cables, intarsia, crab stitch, and Fair Isle. Plus the
stitch doctor’s own special bag of tricks and how to hook up
with other knitters. After the how-tos come the why-to: forty
hop, stylish patterns, as good for beginners as they are for
purely pros. Featuring: Coney Island fireworks scarf Punk
rock backpack Crickets technicolor techno-cozies Pippi kneestockings Big bad baby blanket To-dye-for sweater Princess
Snowball cat bed Queen of Hearts bikini
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Entrelac
Over the past 30 years, Norah Gaughan has contributed an
astounding 120+ patterns to Vogue Knitting, creating a legacy
that will last generations. To honor her achievements, 40 of
her patterns from the magazine are gathered into one
volume. From a timeless cabled vest, her first Vogue Knitting
piece published in 1987, to a striking Fair Isle pullover from
2018, each garment will dazzle knitters.

Japanese Knitting Stitch Bible
Briefly traces the history of knitting, discusses yarns, tools,
and basic techniques, and tells how to design, make, finish,
and care for knitware.

Vogue(r) Knitting Colorwork Paper
Presents projects with instructions and patterns for over forty
styles of mittens and gloves.

Vogue Sewing
From the most respected name in knitting comes a second
stunning and stylish collection of shawls. Vogue® Knitting
Shawls & Wraps 2 contains 35 of the most iconic patterns
published in the popular magazine. Knitters of every level will
find the perfect technique to try, from lace and Fair Isle to the
two hottest trends: beading and double-knitting. This highquality book will become a favorite.

The Knitting Answer Book
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Over 30 fabulous garments and accessories are included for
women, men, children, and babies, with something to suit
every season and occasion.

Stitch 'n Bitch
“A lavishly illustrated knitting reference particularly strong in
its coverage of both basic techniques and more advanced
techniques. Garments illustrating techniques covered in the
book and a section of stitch patterns round out the content of
this excellent knitting reference that should find a place on the
shelves of all public library knitting collections.”—Library
Journal. “This is a great book!”—Knitters’ Forum.

The Vogue Knitting Project Journal
With more than 900 knitting patterns--including 100 that are
brand new--covering everything from knit and purl to
colorwork, this is the most comprehensive knitting stitch
dictionary ever published. A companion volume to Vogue
Knitting: The Ultimate Knitting Book, this ultimate stitch
dictionary compiles the best of the Vogue Knitting
Stitchionary series into a single huge and comprehensive
volume. More than 900 stitches, including 100 entirely new
examples, encompass knit and purl textures, cables, lace,
colorwork, edgings, and other original combinations. Pulled
from actual patterns that appeared in Vogue Knitting
magazine, these stitches come from a range of top designers
and are as unique as their creators. Use the patterns as
written or tweak them, combine stitches for beautiful effects,
and find inspiration to design your own stitches, garments,
and accessories. The patterns feature both text and chart
instructions whenever possible to accommodate every
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learning style. Featuring enhanced photography, hundreds of
additional charts, and an index, Vogue Knitting: The Ultimate
Stitch Dictionary is beautiful, user-friendly, and an endless
source of creativity.

Big Book of Embroidery
Learn to knit feather soft and beautifully warm Shetland lace
shawls

Vogue Knitting Quick Knits
Hungry for new knitting techniques? Try knitting brioche!
Knitting Brioche is the first and only knitting book devoted
exclusively to brioche stitch, a knitting technique that creates
a double-sided fabric. This complete guide will take you from
your first brioche stitches to your first (or hundredth) project,
and even to designing with brioche stitch, if you desire.
Whether you're new to brioche knitting or experienced at
"brioching," author Nancy Marchant provides the information
and inspiration you need. Inside Knitting Brioche, you'll find:
Detailed instructions and step-by-step photos that will guide
you through all of the techniques you'll need for brioche
knitting. A stitch dictionary including 60 beautiful stitch
patterns with many multicolor options. 25 patterns for
garments and accessories, all made with brioche stitches,
some combined with other design elements including cables,
lace, intarsia and more! Grab your needles and yarn and take
a bite out of brioche knitting.

Japanese Stitches Unraveled
One of today s hottest knitting trends is entrelac, a modular
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technique that results in striking basketwork designs of
interlocking diamond patterns. Entrelac introduces both the
history and how-to of this fun style, along with 20 patterns for
garments, home decor items, and accessories.
Comprehensive instructions and a wide array of swatches
provide endless possibilities in lace, colorwork, and much
more."

Vogue Knitting Quick Reference
You want to learn to knit, but somehow you always end up in
a tangle of knotted yarn and baffled by complicated and
conflicting advice. This beginner's handbook goes back to
basics, with clear step-by-step illustrations demonstrating how
to cast on and how to ace a range of stitches, while 15 easy
projects allow you to practise your skills and build your
confidence. You Will Be Able to Knit by the End of This Book
provides a simple guide to picking up your knitting needles
and getting started, and it helps to build your confidence
slowly, as you practise and perfect skills and techniques. By
the end of the book, you will be able to knit a range of
projects including a simple headband, tablet case and even a
doorstop. So take some time for yourself, learn a new skill,
and enjoy crafting gifts for your friends, family and home with
this beautiful book by your side. Projects include: - Super
chunky scarf - Mittens - Blanket - Baby booties - Cushion Hot water bottle case - Teddy - Triangle shawl

The Knitting Book
Introduces an original brioche technique for two-color brioche
rib, providing step-by-step instructions for all aspects of the
technique, from basic stitches to repairing mistakes, and
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includes twelve shawl and scarf projects for practice.

Vogue Knitting Very Easy Sweaters
Are you an avid knitter who wouldn't dream of leaving home
without needles and wool? Shouldn't you have a knitting
reference you can take along too? This is the knitter's
indispensible companion, answering all your questions on
supplies, stitch techniques, finishing and much more.

Vogue Knitting
Whatever your level or project, TheVogue Knitting Project
Journal provides both professional guidance and creative
freedom. Casual knitters will find guided entries for recording
essential information, such as needle size and yarns.
Experienced knitters can track alterations to existing patterns.
For budding and seasoned knitwear designers alike, there's
gridded paper to draw schematics, knitter's graph paper to
create charts, specialized knitter's colorwork graph paper,
and more. With 25 project templates, vital design insight such
as project yarn estimates, standard body measurements, and
instructions for drawing schematics and making alterations,
this is every knitter's dream journal.

Finishing School
Choose your own knitting adventure--shawl style! Five-time
author Jen Lucas returns with a dozen lacy shawls to knit
three ways: as wedges, crescents, and half-circles. With the
top-down method, you cast on just two or three stitches and
watch your shawl grow row by row. Both charted and written
instructions for making each shawl are included, so you can
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choose your favorite way to follow each pattern. Jen also
inspires you to unleash the designer within by providing four
templates and 18 stitch patterns to mix and match in
mesmerizing one-of-a-kind shawls. Beautiful outdoor
photography features each shawl in a nature setting and on a
model, so you can accurately judge sizes and see options for
wearing each shawl. From richly textured stitches that pop to
airy, romantic designs that call for a special occasion, these
exquisite shawls will capture your heart.

Classic Kicks for Little Feet
Modern silhouettes, sensuous textures, sumptuous yarns:
these 55 projects from top knitwear designers are all
beautiful, quick, easy, and fun to make. Whether you’re
making a pullover, poncho, coat, or accessories, you’ll
discover a bounty of timeless fashions. “Excellent color
photographs and never-fail directions.Never dated; always
responsive to crafter needs and concerns.”—Booklist.

The Vogue/Butterick Step-by-Step Guide to
Sewing Techniques
This "best of" volume celebrates Vogue Knitting's thirtieth
anniversary and is a must-have for knitters at all levels.
Whether you are a young or an old knitter, a novice or an
expert, one thing remains true: Vogue Knitting magazine is
the bible for innovative and inspiring knitted garments. In the
past decades, the handcrafted revolution has converted
lovers of fashion and young people alike into obsessive
knitters. Vogue Knitting, the most respected knitting
magazine in the world, has served as an indispensable howto guide for knitters with its beautiful and intricate patterns.
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This must-have volume features the most sought-after
patterns of Vogue Knitting from its launch in 1982 to the
present. Reproducing more than eighty full-color patterns by
renowned designers such as Marc Jacobs, Twinkle, Oscar de
la Renta, and Cynthia Rowley, as well as various legends
within the knitting community, this volume combines classic
and cutting-edge styles and will remain a timeless and
essential book for knitters of all levels and styles. From
sweaters to suits, from elegant to edgy, Vogue Knitting
features a range of patterns for beginners and experts alike.
In essence, this volume embodies what Vogue Knitting has
stood for over the past thirty years: inspiration, luxury,
creativity, and fashion.

Vogue(r) Knitting Shawls & Wraps 2
Discusses subjects ranging from needle sizes and yarn
weights to curling edges, chart reading, tight ribbing, and
dropped stitches, in a question-and-answer format.
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